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I have heard a ru
geography and ecology.
mor that she is in the middle of another major
new project, but she told me that she does
not discuss her work until it is completed.
Thus, you and Iwill have to watch carefully
for the next publication by Pielou.
In the meantime, the Ecological Society of
America is honored to present the Eminent
Ecologist Award to Dr. E. C. Pielou.

MERCER AWARD
Douglas W. Schemske
is the recipient of
Douglas W. Schemske
the George Mercer Award for 1986. The
Mercer Award is presented
annually to a
in recognition of an out
young ecologist
standing paper published during the previous
two

years.

is given in
The George Mercer Award
memory of Lt. George Mercer of the British
Army of World War I,killed inaction in 1918.
The purpose of the award is to commemo
rate the sacrifice of a young naturalist and
ecologist, to encourage others to publish pa
pers comparable with those it is reasonable
to suppose Mercer would have published had
he lived, and to honor recipients.
Dr. Schemske
receives the award in rec
ognition of his paper, "Population structure
and local selection in Impatiens paluda (Bal
saminaceae), a selfing annual," published in
Evolution in 1984 (38:817-832). His paper is
one of the very best experimental field stud
ies on the ecology and evolutionary signifi
cance of plant mating systems
in relation to
population structure. Few previous workers
have effectively melded experimental popu
lation ecology with a genetical analysis of
plant mating systems. Douglas Schemske
how the population
clearly documented
structure

of

this

species

"...

is a complex

function of ecological and genetic factors."
is widely admired as a leader in
Schemske
the field of pollination ecology. This work and
his related studies have fundamentally al
tered the way in which pollination ecology
must be investigated.
Impatiens paluda was studied at two forest
localities in central Illinois, where earlier he
received his Ph.D. at the University of Illinois.
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Following his degree at the University of
Illinois he was awarded a one-year postdoc
toral fellowship at the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute in the Republic of Panama.
The following year Dr. Schemske
held a po
sition at Amherst College, prior to joining the
Department of Biology at the University of
Chicago where he is currently an Associate
Professor.
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